FILM OVERVIEW
Tangled
PG | 100 min | Animation, Adventure, Comedy | November 24, 2010
Walt Disney Animation
The magically long-haired Rapunzel has spent her entire life in a tower, but now that a
runaway thief has stumbled upon her, she is about to discover the world for the first time,
and who she really is.

Directed by:
Nathan Greno
Byron Howard

Voice Actors:

Screenplay by:
Dan Fogelman

Mandy Moore - Rapunzel (voice)
Zachary Levi - Flynn Rider (voice)
Donna Murphy - Mother Gothel (voice)
Ron Perlman - Stabbington Brother (voice)
M.C. Gainey - Captain of the Guard (voice)
Jeffrey Tambor - Big Nose Thug (voice)
Brad Garrett - Hook Hand Thug (voice)
Paul F. Tompkins - Short Thug (voice)

Based on the fairy tale
"Rapunzel" by:
The Brothers Grimm:
Jacob Grimm
Wilhelm Grimm
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THE MAKING OF
TANGLED
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BRINGING TANGLED TO THE SCREEN

...Producer Roy Conli, "It's this wonderful story of two people who don't really know who they
are yet, and in the course of the film, they both discover their destiny. We wanted to break
some of the stereotypes that had been done before. Flynn is a guy who's been there, done
that, and seen it all. Rapunzel is a sheltered, but-smart girl who hasn't been there, hasn't done
that, and hasn't seen anything! He helps bring her to a place where she can see herself more
clearly, and she helps bring him to a place where he can change some of the mistakes he's
made in life. Together, they fill in what's missing in each other. "Lasseter tapped two of the
studio's most revered talents to helm Disney's 50th animated feature. As the animation
industry's top rising stars, Byron Howard and Nathan Greno were called on to create a movie
that could sit on the shelf next to classic Disney animated films, while also being an
entertaining roller coaster ride for modern audiences. And Lasseter, who's a two-time
Academy Award® winner ("Toy Story,") with directing credits that include "A Bug's Life" and
"Cars," says they've done it. "They are some of the most talented young directors I've ever
seen," he says. "They have such incredible story sense, but one of the things that I love about
them is their sense of humor. And they really understand what makes a Disney film a Disney
film: the heart. Walt Disney always said, "For every laugh, there should be a tear." They have
such a fresh, contemporary twist on something that's classically Disney.
"It looks like a classic Disney animated film, but it's also in 3D CG animation," adds Lasseter,
"so it's really unlike anything we've ever done before." Howard directed Walt Disney Animation
Studios' "Bolt," the 2008 animated comedy adventure that grossed more than $300 million
worldwide and earned two Golden Globe® nominations (Best Animated Film and Best Original
Song), and an Oscar® nomination for Best Animated Feature. Greno, a 14-year Disney
animation veteran, served as head of story on "Bolt," and has animation and/or story credits
on "Mulan," "Brother Bear" and "Meet the Robinsons." With its incredible cast of appealing
human and animal characters, fantastic settings—from castles and towers to forests and pubs
—and spectacular visual effects including a climactic scene with as many as 46,000 glowing
lanterns, "Tangled" is a contemporary comedy for audiences of all ages that also represents a
technical and artistic milestone for Walt Disney Animation Studios and for the art of computer
animation.
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"Audiences may think they know what to expect from a film featuring Rapunzel," says Greno.
"But we flipped it on its head to make a movie that's relevant, fresh and different. Byron and I
both love the classic Disney films, and we wanted to go back to this cool, retro look from the
fifties, and mix it with contemporary storytelling, pacing, action and humor. This puts a whole
new layer on this kind of story." Howard adds, "The scope of this movie is gigantic—with
horse chases and sword-fights, prison breaks and floods. The story gave us a chance to
take modern-day moviemaking sensibilities and pump it into a classic story. "We also had the
amazingly funny and clever Dan Fogelman doing our writing," continues Howard. "He brought
life to Flynn, he brought the sort of clever wit to Rapunzel and this great sarcastic nature to
Gothel and we couldn't have done it without him."
The filmmakers all agree that they've created some amazing characters. "The characters just
steal the show," says Lasseter. RAPUNZEL may have lived her entire life locked inside a
hidden tower, but she's no damsel in distress. The girl with the 70 feet of golden hair is through
with her sheltered life and ready for adventure. When a charming thief seeks refuge in her
tower, she makes the deal of her life, leaving the tower for a hilarious, hair-raising journey that
will untangle many secrets along the way. Mandy Moore, who gives voice to Rapunzel, says, "I
knew that Disney would put its signature twist on the story. It's really, really funny and
heartwarming. Rapunzel is a young woman who's just coming of age. She's extremely
passionate, creative and eager to investigate the world. She's so open and ready to embrace
whatever comes her way; she definitely has a sense of adventure. The film has an
overwhelming theme of female empowerment—she's a lot stronger than even she realizes."The
ultra-confident FLYNN RIDER is his own biggest fan, and he has long relied on his wit, charm
and good looks to get out of even the stickiest situation. Flynn is a thief looking for the one last,
big score that will allow him to finally live the life he's always dreamed of. He's never been
closer to having it all when he meets Rapunzel, an odd girl with ridiculously long hair. An
unlikely alliance with this girl from the tower sends Flynn on the adventure of a lifetime. "He's a
dashing bandit, says Zachary Levi, who provides Flynn's voice, "but I like how they turned it on
its head—he's a selfish thief, while at the same time being a very charming dude. Comedy
plays a huge part in this film, which is so much fun." (Disney)
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ON THE ANIMATION
Championing the storytelling behind "Tangled" and the true inspiration behind the character
design and expressive, nuanced animated performances is the remarkable Glen Keane, a
35-year Disney veteran considered one of the true modern masters of the medium. "We've
got all these incredibly talented animators here," says Greno, "and we have Glen, who's
taking all the knowledge and tradition that he has and passing that along to this next
generation of animators. We have this thing that no other studio has: legacy." During the
course of his illustrious career, Keane, who's an executive producer on "Tangled," has
created and supervised such memorable characters as Professor Ratigan ("The Great Mouse
Detective"), Ariel ("The Little Mermaid"), Marahute ("The Rescuers Down Under"), the Beast,
Aladdin, Pocahontas, Tarzan and John Silver ("Treasure Planet"), among others. For his
latest role on "Tangled," he served as animation supervisor (along with John Kahrs and Clay
Kaytis), and worked closely with the entire animation team to raise the bar for human
animation in the CG world.
"From the very first moment that John (Lasseter) and I saw some of the early tests on 'Tron'
back in 1981, we were just astounded by the possibility of being able to move dimensionally
through that world," recalls Keane. "We'd never seen anything like it, and we started
immediately talking about doing a test. We worked the backgrounds out, and I found that
anytime CG intersects with hand-drawn animation, it always forces you to draw better. Years
later, everything that John was doing up at Pixar was a reminder that we can move into space
and around the characters with total freedom in CG. On 'Tarzan,' I worked with the technical
experts to add dimension to the character sliding along the trees in a 2D environment.
Whenever I'm animating something, I see it more like sculptural drawing."
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When Lasseter took over the creative reigns at Disney in 2006, the question on everyone's
minds was whether to make "Tangled" in the hand-drawn or CG medium. Says Keane, "I
thought about the hair, the lighting on the hair, the fabric, the textures on the skin. So I
continued down that path, bringing as much of Ollie (Johnston) and Frank's (Thomas)
principles of character and sincerity to the process. That's really the foundation."
Adds Howard, "The human animation on this movie is like nothing anyone's ever seen. And
I'm not blowing our own horn, because I think we're both really proud of what the animators
have accomplished. We looked at films like "Ratatouille" and "The Incredibles" - the level of
subtlety that they've got—those films set the bar and raised it. We needed to continue to
raise the bar. And the animators really rose to the task—little micro-animations on the lower
lids of the eyes, tiny eye shifts that have all this great subtext to the film but are so important
to the story." Improved technology allowed the directors and animators to work on the look
of the film together like never before. Keane could actually draw right over a frame during
dailies. "Byron and Nathan are phenomenal actors," says Keane. "They would perform for
the animators, getting up there, acting together. Byron would play Flynn, and Nathan would
be Rapunzel, or vice versa. I could fast-forward, freeze, and then I'd draw over the
top." (Disney)
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ANIMATING RAPUNZEL'S HAIR
Key to the film's success was finding a way to animate Rapunzel's hair, and make it seem
believable, organic and able to do all that the filmmakers and animators needed it to do. When
it comes to animating hair, Keane is perhaps the ruling expert on the subject. "If you look at my
characters, their problems are always defined by their hair," he observes. "Ariel is always
floating in a cloud of floating red hair, and it's a reminder that this girl is living in one world but
wants to be up there in another. With the Beast, his hair is a constant reminder of fur. He's an
animal and it covers him everywhere. Pocahontas' hair is always blowing in the wind. This
represents her spiritual side, and her struggle to communicate the invisible spiritual nature of
the new world to those who see it only for its gold. Tarzan's roots were Lord Greystroke, and
his heritage was aristocracy, but now he has dreadlocks that have never been touched by a
comb. The hair defines his problem of whether he's a wild animal or a human. In the case of
Rapunzel, her hair is a constant reminder that she has incredible potential. She was born to
rule a kingdom, but she's being held back in this tight place. It seemed the more you hold her
back, the more it has to get out. Even her hair is pushing out."
Visual effects supervisor Steve Goldberg, CG supervisor Jesus Canal, and a technical team of
hair experts (headed by Xinman Zhao and Kelly Ward), were charged with finding a way to
bring Rapunzel's hair to life. They developed new software (called Dynamic Wires) and new
techniques to carry out Keane's ambitious ideas for animating the hair. "Glen gave lectures and
provided specific guidelines to make sure Rapunzel's hair always looked beautiful, appealing,
and natural," says Canal. "He didn't want the hair to ever lie in a boring straight line. He wanted
it to be visually appealing. It had to have volume, sensuous twists, graceful turns, breaking
strands and a trademark swoop in the front. For every shot, we had to pose and simulate the
hair according to those guidelines. The technical team would animate 147 different tubes
representing the structure of the hair, which would then be rendered into a final image with up
to 140,000 individual strands of hair."(Disney)
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CREATING THE WORLD OF TANGLED
Art director Dave Goetz, co-art director Dan Cooper and production designer Doug Rogers
were charged with creating the look of the film from its environments and architectural design
to its color palette. Taking their cue from Lasseter, they designed Rapunzel's tower to be "the
nicest, most charming Bed and Breakfast in the south of France, ever." His reasoning being
that Rapunzel is so smart that she would have escaped long before her 18th birthday if the
place had been unfriendly.

For the King and Queen's castle, the team looked at architecture from just about every country
in Europe before settling on a Danish-influenced style that features copper-clad onion domes,
and scroll-shaped gables. Inspired by the S-curve shape language from "Cinderella," and the
bulky proportions of "Pinocchio," which added a friendly and inviting tone, the artistic team
created CG sets that were both unique and beautiful. Goetz relied on a saturated color palette
to get the heightened reality the filmmakers wanted.

For the colorful murals on the walls of Rapunzel's tower, Claire Keane (Glen's daughter) lent
her talent and imagination. Rapunzel documents the things she discovers over the years, and
uses this outlet to express her emotions and desires. She paints herself into the pictures, and
depicts the progression of time. (Disney)
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COMPOSER ALAN MENKEN ON THE
MUSIC OF TANGLED
Rapunzel had been around for a long time, and I had no idea it was going to come my way. I
think we had just finished Enchanted and I had done Shaggy Dog and we were developing a
few things, and then the call came. They wanted to talk about Rapunzel, so then we started
taking meetings and talking, and then I brought Glenn Slater on. Once we started, they really
wanted to get this out fast. So the songs were all basically written in under a year. Many song
choices and then they were storyboarded. The last song to get written was the Incantation
which runs throughout the movie. The first one that was written was "When Will My Life
Begin."
You look for what is going to be an appropriate song moment for the main characters. But if
you look at a song like the pub song, well, you know what? We need a comedy song. We
need something that’s going to be more than a solo song. So, the characters were kind of
invented to give Rapunzel and Flynn a stop on their journey where we can play out a song
opportunity. Mother Knows Best flows directly out of the conflict between them. The lantern
song, again, flows pretty much out of the sense of completion and she finally sees the
lanterns and has this moment. It’s more of a montage number. So you lay it out against the
story and go, “OK, these are the song moments as we see them, do a reprise of this one and
two reprise of that one. That seems about right.” There is a musical moment that might have
been a song called The Kingdom Dance. When they come to the kingdom and they are
dancing, that is kind of a musical moment but also a song moment without words. But
structurally, if you write enough musicals you pretty much have a sense of where they should
go, what you’ll need, and when; how to pull people on that journey."
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I’m always influenced by the specific style that we choose that will illuminate the story. In
terms of Tangled, the styles I chose… I didn’t want to go to the styling of The Hunchback of
Notre Dame, which is another story of somebody trapped in a tower, but clearly that was
gothic and music of the church and French classical. I wanted folk rock on this. I thought
about her long hair and the freedom she wanted. I immediately thought about Joni
Mitchell’s Chelsea Morning and all that folk music that I love. Cat Stevens and that energy.
I just felt like that would be, on a gut level, a fresh palette to bring to this. So, that was really
our way into the score.
It was the story and the characters’ sketches that inspire a story-telling device. When we
did Hercules and we brought in gospel because it’s in praise of God and Hercules was
among them. That was an arbitrary choice but it worked nicely for that particular story.
Everyone one of the projects I have done has had a different musical palette that I drew on.
Everyone really wanted something that was fresh, that was contemporary, that could be
fairy tale and yet not be kind of little girl fairy tale
...Donna brought musical theater expertise. She’s a wonderful actress and has won two
Tony awards. I’ve known Donna for a long time; in fact she was one of our Audreys in Little
Shop of Horrors way back. So Donna brought that kind of drama. Not really connected to
Donna, but connected to the story, Glenn Slater and I wrote something that was very
musical theater oriented for Mother Gothel and her song, Mother Knows Best. Mandy
brings that wonderful quality that’s totally compatible with Rapunzel. This voice that’s light,
airy, and yearning. She’s adorable, and Rapunzel’s adorable. Frankly, she was a wonderful
match vocally for what we wanted for the character. (Collider)
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Film Vocabulary
Actor/Actress
Action
Action Film
Agent
Animated Film

A person who plays the role of a character in a movie.
A term called out by the director to start filming. (“Action!”)
A fast-paced adventure movie.
A person responsible for the business of an actor or artist.
A movie made by a series of picture
drawings or computer graphics.

Behind the Scenes
Bird’s Eye View
Boom Microphone
Boom Operator
Best Boy

The work done off-camera while making a film.
A camera shot from above as a bird would see flying over.
A microphone placed on an extendable rod.
A member of the sound crew who works the boom microphone.
A person responsible for operation and equipment
in the lighting or grip departments.

Blockbuster
Camera
Camera Crew
Camera Angle
Cameo
Cast
Casting
Cinematographer
Clapboard

A movie that is a major success.
A device for recording images.
A group of workers that operate the cameras.
The point of view from the camera.
A small part played by a famous person as a guest appearance.
All the actors that are in a movie.
The process of choosing actors for a movie.
The person in charge of the photography and camera work .
A small board that shows the information of the
movie. It is “clapped” to start the take.

Clip
Close-up Shot
Comedy
Costume Designer
Crane
Credits
Critic
Cut
Digital Camera
Profile (DCP)

A brief segment from a movie.
A zoomed in shot that shows a person or item that fills the screen.
A funny movie.
A person who designs the costumes for a movie.
A large machine that lifts the camera high off the ground.
A list of all the people who helped make the movie.
A person who writes reviews of films.
A term used by the director to stop filming. (“Cut!”)
A collection of digital files used to store and convey digital
cinema (DC) audio, image, and data streams.

Director
Documentary Film
Dolly
Double
Drama

The leading artist on a movie set, in charge of making the film.
A movie that shows real events and follows actual people.
A wheeled support for the camera.
An actor who stands in for another actor during special scenes.
A movie with an exciting, emotional, or unexpected storyline.
Choosing, arranging, and fixing clips to create a scene.

Editing
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Editor
Extra

A person in charge of editing.
e usu
usually
ally a
ass part of a crowd or
A person who appears in a movi
movie
in the background of a scene.

Fast Motion

A shot in a movi
movie
e that appears to move much faster than
other shots.

Film Festival

An event where multiple film
films
s are viewed and often prem
premiere
iere for the
firs
fir
st time. Some film festivals ha
have
ve a consistent theme
throughout each film.

Filmmaking

The process of making a movie from an initial idea
through scriptwriting, shooting, directing, and editing.

Flashback
Foreign Film
Frame

A scene that cuts to events that happened previously.
A movie produ
produced
ced outside the US.
One of the many still images which com
compose
pose the complete
moving picture
picture

Genre
Green Screen

A category of films, defined specific elements of style, form, etc.
A green background tha
thatt actors are filmed in front of that allows
computer graphics to be added later to change
change the background.

Hair Stylist

A person responsible for maintaining actors’
actors’ hairstyles during filming.

High
High-Angle
-Angle Shot
Independent Film
Horror
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting
Lighting Crew
Long
Long-Sho
-Shott

A camera angle that looks
looks down on a character.
character.
A movie produced
produced by a smaller studio.
A scary movie.
tificial
ial light used for various technical and artistic purposes.
Ar
Artific
A group of technicians
technicians who install and operate lighting.
A camera shot from far away, usually showing the
the character
as very small in comparison to their surroundings.

Low-Ang
Low-Angle
le Shot
Make-up
ake-up Artist
Movie
Music Arranger

A camera shot that looks up at a character.
A person in charge of actors’ make
make-up.
-up.
A series of still or moving images captured by a camera.
camera.
Someone who adapts a musical composition for
voices and instruments to a movie.

Musical

A movie where
where singing and dancing is used as a main
form of communication.

Premiere

The first official showing of a movie.
movie.

Producer
Prop
Pyrotechnician
Reel

A person responsible for the financial and managerial aspects of making
of a movie.
Anything an actor touches or uses on the set.
A member of the crew with expertise in fire or explosions.
explosions.
A metal spool that holds film.
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Scene
Screenplay
Sci-Fi
Script
Sequel
Setting
Set Designer

A series of shots used in a movie.
A script written to be produced as a movie.
A movie based on an imagined future, usually relating to scientific or
technological advances.
The written text of a play, movie, or broadcast.
A movie that is a continuation of the story of a previous movie
The time and space in which a story takes place.
The person responsible for turning the idea of the movie’s
environment into a set that can be used for filming.

Slow Motion

A shot in a movie that appears to move much slower than the rest
of the shots.

Sound Effects

Audio added by the sound crew after filming.

Soundtrack

The collection of songs played throughout the movie.

Spaghetti Western

A western filmed in Italy, often with American leading actors.

Special Effects

An artificial effect used to create an illusion in a movie.

Spoof

A comedy movie that humorously mimics another movie/

Star

A famous actor or actress.
A device that keeps a camera steady and makes the
shot look smoother.

Steadicam
Storyboard

Pictures created to show the ideas of a scene or movie.

Studio
Stunt

A company that produces films.
A dangerous action performed in a movie.

Stuntman

A performer who fills in for actors during dangerous scenes.

Take

One version of a specific shot in a movie.

Talkie

An early term for a film with sound and recorded voices.

Trailer
Trainer

A short preview for a movie.
A person who works with animals to perform various behaviors in movie.

Voice-Over Artist

A person hired to do the voices for animated characters.

Wacom Cintiq

A device that allows a user to draw images on a tablet screen that are
digitized into a computer, like electronic pen and paper.
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Western
Wrap

A movie about cowboys, usually set in western North America.
A phrase used by the director when finished shooting. (“That’s a wrap!”)

Writer

A term for someone who creates written work for a film.

Zoom Shot

A shot that magnifies an object’s size.

3-D Film

A movie that uses technology to make it seem as though
you are watching it with three dimensions.
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Visualizing Film Vocabulary

Reel

Script

Low Angle Shot

Boom Microphone
and Operator

Dolly

Wacom Cintiq

Clapboard

Camera Crew

Steadicam

Director
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Storyboard

Film Festival

Visualizing Film Vocabulary

Clay Sculptures

Script

Stimulation Department

Avars (Hinges)

Colorscripts

Voice Actors

Lighting Technical
Designer

Storyboards

Virtual Camera
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Character Profiles

Rapunzel

Rapunzel spends most of her life in a tower with her
chameleon friend, Pascal, imagining the world
outside. When she meets Flynn Rider, the two of
them go on an adventure so she can finally live her
dream.

Flynn Rider

At first, Flynn comes off as cocky, arrogant, and a little
self-centered. As an experienced thief, he is skilled in
escaping the authorities, hiding out, and stealing right
from under people's noses. However, as he begins to
fall in love with Rapunzel, he transforms into a more
compassionate, chivalrous, and trustworthy person,
and changes his priorities.

Mother Gothel

Mother Gothel has always been a motherly figure.
However, the floating lights from the castle start to
raise questions.
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Maximus

Maximus is a dedicated guard horse, but he has a
large heart and together with Flynn helps to reunite
Rapunzel with her family.

Pascal

Pascal is constantly cheering Rapunzel up,
rooting her on, and refusing to allow her to take
steps backwards.
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Voice Actor Biographies
Mandy Moore- Rapunzel (voice)

Amanda Leigh Moore (born April 10, 1984) is an American singer, songwriter, and
actress. She signed with Epic Records in 1999 and rose to fame with her debut single
"Candy", which peaked at number 41 on the Billboard Hot 100. Her debut studio album,
“So Real,” received a platinum certification from the RIAA. The title single from her
second studio album, “I Wanna Be With You,” peaked at number 24 on the Hot 100.
Moore subsequently released the studio albums “Mandy Moore,” “Coverage,” “Wild
Hope,” “Amanda Leigh,” and “Silver Landings.” Moore made her feature film debut in
2001, with a minor voice role in the comedy film “Dr. Dolittle 2,” before starring as Lana
Thomas in the comedy film “The Princess Diaries.” She received recognition for her
starring role as Jamie Sullivan in the romantic drama film “A Walk to Remember,” and
starred in the films “Chasing Liberty,” “Racing Stripes,” “Because I Said So,” “License to
Wed,” “Love, Wedding, Marriage,” “47 Meters Down,” “The Darkest Minds,” and
“Midway”. Moore also voiced Princess Rapunzel in the Disney animated fantasy
musical comedy film “Tangled,” the short film “Tangled Ever After,” and the Disney
Channel television series “Tangled: The Series.” Since 2016, Moore has starred as
Rebecca Pearson in the NBC family comedy-drama series “This Is Us.” For her
performance, she was nominated for the Golden Globe Award for Best Supporting
Actress and the Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Drama
Series, and won two Screen Actors Guild Awards for Outstanding Performance by an
Ensemble in a Drama Series. Also, Moore and co-star Zachary Levi performed the film's
theme song, "I See the Light," at the 83rd Academy Awards, where it was nominated for
Best Original Song. The song also won a Grammy Award for Best Song Written For
Visual Media as well as Best Song at the Las Vegas Film Critics Society.

Zachary Levi- Flynn Rider(voice)

Zachary Levi Pugh (born September 29, 1980) is an American actor and singer. He
received critical acclaim for starring as Chuck Bartowski in the series “Chuck,” and as
the title character in “Shazam!,” as a part of the DC Extended Universe. He voiced
Flynn Rider in the 2010 animated film “Tangled,” where he performed "I See the Light"
with Mandy Moore; the song won a Grammy Award for Best Song Written for Visual
Media. He reprised the voice role in the 2012 short film “Tangled Ever After,” and in
2017, “Rapunzel's Tangled Adventure,” a Disney Channel television series based on
the film. He has appeared in the Marvel Cinematic Universe films “Thor: The Dark
World,” and “Thor: Ragnarok,” as Fandral. Levi starred as Georg Nowack in the 2016
Broadway revival of “She Loves Me,” opposite Laura Benanti, for which he received a
Tony Award nomination. Levi first appeared in the FX television movie “Big Shot:
Confessions of a Campus Bookie.” He played Kipp Steadman on the ABC sitcom “Less
than Perfect.” He also portrayed a potential boyfriend of Charisma Carpenter's
character, Jane, in the then-ABC Family television movie “See Jane Date.” He landed
the starring role in “Chuck,” in 2007. Levi and his co-star Yvonne Strahovski were both
nominated for Best Action Actor and Actress Choice TV Series for the Teen Choice
Awards 2010 where they both won and presented. He later starred in the film “Alvin and
the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel,” in the lead role as Dave's cousin Toby Seville. He
provided narration in the 2011 film “Under the Boardwalk: The Monopoly Story,” a
documentary about the game of Monopoly.
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Donna Murphy- Mother Gothel (voice)

Donna Murphy (born March 7, 1959), is recognized as a gifted character actress in
the film world, she received international critical acclaim for her performance as the
mercurial Marie in Todd Solondz' “Dark Horse.” In Vera Farmiga's 2011 directorial
debut, “Higher Ground,” she co-starred with Farmiga as Kathleen, the film's troubled
matriarch, creating a sensual, heartbreaking characterization. Murphy's animated
feature debut, voicing the villainess Mother Gothel in Disney's mega-hit “Tangled,”
earned her rave reviews for her scene stealing performance. She is also widely
recognized for her performances as Judy Braddock, the hardworking, suburban
single mom to Scarlett Johansson in “The Nanny Diaries,” the ballet instructor
Juliette Simone, in Nicholas Hytner's “Center Stage,” and Anij, the quietly alluring
and wise leader in “Star Trek: Insurrection.” Other select film credits include: “No
Pay,” “The Bourne Legacy,” Oliver Stone's “World Trade Center,” Darren
Aronovsky's “The Fountain,” Rosalie Octavius in “Spider-Man 2,” “The Door in the
Floor,” and “The Astronaut's Wife.” New York Magazine named Murphy one of
"Three Living Legends" of the New York Theater and in 2003 awarded her one of
their prestigious New York Awards. Murphy earned her two Tony Awards for her
spellbinding performance in Stephen Sondheim's “Passion,” and for her portrayal of
Anna Leonowens in Rodgers and Hammerstein's classic “The King and I.” For her
hilarious comic tour de force as Ruth Sherwood in the Broadway “Revival of
Wonderful Town,” she received Drama Desk, Outer Critics Circle, and Astaire
Awards, as well as a Tony nomination. Her mesmerizing performance as the
Austrian chanteuse, Lotte Lenya, in Hal Prince's production of “LoveMusik,” earned
her Drama Desk, Drama League, and Outer Critics Circle Awards, and another Tony
nomination. She garnered yet another Tony Award nomination and rave reviews for
her performance as a Yiddish Theater star during the Holocaust in Roundabout
Theatre Company's “The People in the Picture.” Murphy's off-Broadway theater
highlights include three of the most successful productions in New York City Center
Encores! “History: Anyone Can Whistle,” “Follies,” and “Wonderful Town,” Tony
Kushner's production of “Helen,” Lincoln Center Theater's "Hello,” “Again and
Twelve Dreams.” For Shakespeare in the Park's 50th Anniversary season, Murphy
took on the role of the Witch in Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine's “Into the
Woods,” which earned her Drama League and Drama Desk nominations for her
performance. Murphy's first television film, HBO's "Someone Had to be Benny,"
earned her a Daytime Emmy as Best Actress in a Drama Special or Series, as well
as a Cable Ace Award, and she starred as Jane Green, the matriarch of a prominent
Southern family in PBS' Civil War drama series, "Mercy Street." Select recurring and
guest star appearances include NBC's "The Blacklist," ABC's " Quantico," the
mysterious "elegant woman," Angela Forrester in ABC's "Resurrection," include
USA's "Royal Pains," "The Good Wife," "The Mentalist," "Ugly Betty," "Law & Order:
Criminal Intent," "Law & Order: SVU," "Damages," "Studio 60 on the Sunset Strip,"
"CSI," "Law & Order," "The Practice," "Ally McBeal," Stephen Bochco's "Murder
One," and the PBS Broadcast of the Emmy Award winning "Sondheim! The Birthday
Concert," the 2000 and 2002 Kennedy Center Honors.

Ronald Perlman- Stabbington Brother (voice)
Ronald Perlman (born April 13, 1950) is an American television, film, stage and
voice actor. He played the roles of Amoukar in “Quest for Fire,” Salvatore in “The
Name of the Rose,” Vincent on the television series “Beauty and the Beast,” for
which he won a Golden Globe Award, One in “The City of Lost Children,” Johner in
“Alien: Resurrection,” Hellboy in both “Hellboy” and its sequel “Hellboy II: The
Golden Army,” Clay Morrow on the television series “Sons of Anarchy,” and Nino in
“Drive.” Perlman is also known as a collaborator of “Hellboy,” director Guillermo del
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Toro, having roles in the del Toro films “Cronos,” “Blade II,” and “Pacific Rim.” He is
also known for his voice-over work as the narrator of the post-apocalyptic game
series “Fallout,” Clayface in the “DC Animated Universe,” Slade in the animated
series “Teen Titans,” the Stabbington brothers in “Tangled,” The Lich in “Adventure
Time,” and Xibalba in “The Book of Life.” His most notable film appearances were in
films such as “Romeo is Bleeding,” “The Adventures of Huck Finn,” “Police Academy:
Mission to Moscow,” “The Last Supper,” “Alien Resurrection,” “Enemy at the Gates,”
“Blade II,” and “Star Trek: Nemesis,” and “Sleepwalkers,” and “Desperation.” His
appearances on television series include “Highlander: The Series,” “The Outer
Limits,” “The Magnificent Seven,” and the Amazon series “Hand of God.” He has
portrayed characters in numerous video games and animated series, and done
voice-over work for television commercials. These include Casper High English
teacher and vice-principal Mr. Lancer in “Danny Phantom,” Kurtis Stryker in “Mortal
Kombat: Defenders of the Realm,” Justice in “Afro Samurai,” and various characters
in DC Comics “Justice League: The Flashpoint Paradox,” “Clayface in Batman: The
Animated Series,” and “The New Batman Adventures,” Jax-Ur in “Superman: The
Animated Series,” Orion in “Justice League,” and “Justice League Unlimited,” Sozin
in “Avatar: The Last Airbender,” several villains in “The Batman,” Doctor Double X in
“Batman: The Brave and the Bold,” and Sinestro in “Green Lantern: The Animated
Series.”

M.C. Gainey- Captain of the Palace Guard (voice)

Michael Connor Gainey (born January 18, 1948) is an American character actor
known for his appearances in “Lost,” and “Con Air.” In 1981, he made his big-screen
debut in Herbert Ross's musical “Pennies from Heaven,” starring Steve Martin and
Bernadette Peters. Since the early 1980s, he has been in over 50 films, including
“Two Idiots in Hollywood,” “The Mighty Ducks,” “The Fan,” “Breakdown,” “Con Air,”
“Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines,” “Sideways,” “Are We There Yet?,” “The Dukes
of Hazzard,” “Wild Hogs,” and “Mr. Woodcock.” Gainey was one of the stars of the
short-lived series “Against the Law,” and played Tom Friendly on the series “Lost.”
He also played murderous drug dealer Bo Crowder in one season of the hit FX series
“Justified.” He has guest starred on over 40 television shows, including “The Dukes of
Hazzard,” “Knight Rider,” “Designing Women,” “The Adventures of Brisco County,
Jr.,” “Walker, Texas Ranger,” “Criminal Minds,” “CSI,” “Girl Meets World,” “Cheers,”
“Days of Our Lives,” “The X-Files,” “Desperate Housewives,” “Burn Notice,” and “The
Fresh Prince of Bel-Air.” In 2003, Gainey appeared in “The Last Cowboy,” playing the
role of Lance Henriksen's friend, along with Bradley Cooper and Jennie Garth. In
2004, Gainey appeared as a cuckolded husband in full frontal nudity in the awardwinning arthouse film “Sideways.” He played Kurtz / The Wizard in the controversial
road-revenge short film “Apocalypse Oz.” In 2007, he appeared in “Unearthed.” In
2010, he appeared in “Love Ranch,” and voiced the Captain of the Palace Guard in
“Tangled.” In 2012, he appeared in Quentin Tarantino's film “Django Unchained."
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Brad Garrett- Hook Hand Thug (voice)

Brad H. Gerstenfeld (born April 14, 1960), known professionally as Brad Garrett, is
an American stand-up comedian, actor, voice actor, and professional poker player.
Garrett was initially successful as a stand-up comedian in the early 1980s. Taking
advantage of that success in the late 1980s, Garrett began appearing in television
and film, in minor and guest roles. Garrett started out at various improv clubs in Los
Angeles, including The Improv in Hollywood and The Ice House in Pasadena. In
1984, he became the first $100,000 grand champion winner in the comedy category
of the TV show “Star Search”. This led to his first appearance, at age 23, on “The
Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson”, making him one of the youngest comedians
ever to perform on the show. His appearance with Carson brought Garrett more
national attention, and soon he was appearing as an opening act for such headliners
as Diana Ross and Liza Minnelli. He also opened in Las Vegas for Frank Sinatra,
David Copperfield, Smokey Robinson, Sammy Davis, Jr., the Beach Boys, The
Righteous Brothers and Julio Iglesias. His first major role was Robert Barone on the
CBS sitcom “Everybody Loves Raymond.” His role on "Everybody Loves Raymond"
won him five Emmy Award nominations, and the 2002, 2003 and 2005 Emmy
Awards for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Comedy Series. Garrett has also
made an appearance on “The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air” playing a hitman who
attempts to kill Will Smith's character. Garrett's distinctive deep voice has landed him
as a voice actor, such as on “Mighty Ducks: The Animated Series”, “2 Stupid Dogs,”
“The Spooktacular New Adventures of Casper,” “Project Geeker,” “Biker Mice from
Mars,” “Steven Spielberg Presents: Toonsylvania,” “A Bug's Life,” “Finding Nemo,”
“Ratatouille,” “Asterix and the Vikings,” “Superman: The Animated Series,” and
“Justice League” as Lobo. Garrett's other film roles include “Casper,” “Pocahontas II:
Journey to a New World”, “An Extremely Goofy Movie”, “Stuart Little 2,” “Garfield,”
“The Pacifier”, “Night at the Museum”, “Night at the Museum: Battle of the
Smithsonian”, “Tangled,” “Hoodwinked Too! Hood vs. Evil,” ''Planes," "Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows,” and “Christopher Robin,” and starred in a
cameo in the animated film “Ralph Breaks the Internet.” Garrett also played the
leading role of Eddie Stark on the Fox sitcom “'Til Death” from 2006 to 2010. From
2018 to 2020, he has starred on the ABC sitcom “Single Parents.” Garrett has won
three Primetime Emmy Awards, with three other nominations.

Paul F. Tompkins- Short Thug (voice)

Paul Francis Tompkins (born September 12, 1968) is an American comedian, actor,
and writer. He is known for his work in television on such programs as “Mr. Show
with Bob and David,” “Real Time with Bill Maher,” and “Best Week Ever.” He is well
known for his numerous appearances on podcasts, including his 100+ appearances
on “Comedy Bang! Bang!.” He has also been the host of the Fusion Channel talk
show “No, You Shut Up!,” “The Dead Authors Podcast”, the online Made Man
interview series “Speakeasy with Paul F. Tompkins,” the Earwolf podcast
“SPONTANEANATION with Paul F. Tompkins,” and “The Pod F. Tompkast,” which
was ranked #1 by Rolling Stone on their list of "The 10 Best Comedy Podcasts of the
Moment" in 2011. Tompkins is known for his style of dress during his live comedic
performances, always performing in suit and tie,
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sometimes in pinstripes and with a bowtie; his look has been described by some
in the press as "dapper". Tompkins has described his look as "foppish" and
"just this side of Cedric the Entertainer." Tompkins has appeared on television
programs including “NewsRadio,” “Frasier,” “Weeds,” “The Sarah Silverman
Program,” “Pushing Daisies,” “Community and Curb Your Enthusiasm.” Tompkins
played the role of Prescott in Paul Thomas Anderson's film “There Will Be Blood.”
Tompkins also played FBI Agent Anthony D’Angelo in Steven Soderbergh's “The
Informant!.” He has a recurring role in the Canadian TV series “The L.A. Complex,”
as a fictionalized version of himself. Tompkins wrote for “Real Time with Bill
Maher,” in 2003 and 2009, in addition to being a show correspondent in the show's
first season. Tompkins has done voice work for many animated television series
including “Dr. Katz,” “Professional Therapist,” “King of the Hill” and “Bob's
Burgers,” where he voices the recurring character Randy. He lent his voice to a
character in an unaired 2007 episode of “Aqua Teen Hunger Force,” titled
"Boston" that was supposed to be the premiere episode of the show's fifth season,
but it was pulled by Turner Broadcasting System to avoid further controversy
surrounding the 2007 Boston bomb scare. He was also the voice of one of the
thugs in Walt Disney Animation Studios' 2010 computer animated film “Tangled.”
Tompkins was the voice of Benton Criswell, a character in MTV series “Super
Adventure Team,” which featured marionettes in the style of the 1960s British
series “Thunderbirds,” the role was credited under the stage name Francis Mt.
Pleasant. Tompkins plays Mr. Peanutbutter in the 2014 Netflix original animated
series “BoJack Horseman.”
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MEET THE DIRECTORS
Nathan Thomas Greno (born March 22, 1975) is an American
film director, story artist and writer at Walt Disney Animation
Studios. He is best known as the co-director of the 2010
animated film “Tangled.” Inspired by Disney films since the first
grade, Greno started as a young boy writing and drawing comic
books and strips. In 1996, during his junior year at Columbus
College of Art and Design, he was hired by Walt Disney Feature
Animation. He started there as an animation cleaner on “Mulan.”
Being creatively unfulfilled, he switched to story development. He
then contributed as a story artist on “Brother Bear,” wrote a
screenplay and worked as a story artist on “Meet the Robinsons,”
and supervised the story on “Bolt.” With the short film
“Super Rhino,” he made his directorial debut. In 2006, he took
over a long-in-development project “Tangled,” and chose Byron
Howard as a directing partner. The film was released in 2010 to
a great critical and financial reception, and was followed in 2012
by Greno and Howard-directed short film “Tangled Ever After.”
Greno co-directed an animated film, titled “Gigantic,” loosely
based on the fairy tale of "Jack and the Beanstalk. " He was also
an additional story artist on "Frozen," and a creative advisor for
"Big Hero 6."
Byron P. Howard (born December 26, 1968) is an American film
director, producer, screenwriter, animator, story artist and
occasional voice actor at Walt Disney Animation Studios. He is
best known as the co-director of “Bolt,” “Tangled,” and
“Zootopia,” and a supervising animator on “Lilo & Stitch,” and
“Brother Bear.” He was nominated for a Golden Globe Award for
“Tangled,” and won for “Zootopia.” Howard began his career at
Disney in 1994, working as an animator on films including
“Pocahontas,” “Mulan,” “Lilo & Stitch,” and “Brother Bear.” He
was nominated for a 2003 Annie Award for Character Animation
for “Brother Bear.” The first film Howard directed was the
animated Disney film “Bolt,” which was nominated for the 2008
Academy Award for Best Animated Feature. Howard went on to
direct the animated Disney films “Tangled,” and “Zootopia.” He
and Greno also co-directed and wrote the animated short
“Tangled Ever After,” which features supporting characters from
“Tangled.” In 2009, Howard became a member of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
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TANGLED TRIVIA
●The kingdom was inspired by Mont-Saint-Michel and the hidden valley was
inspired by Rocamadour.
● Animators drew inspiration from “Cinderella,” and “Pinocchio.”
● Animators originally considered using fireworks instead of floating lanterns.
● Disney had been thinking about doing a movie based on the Rapunzel fairy
tale since 1937.
● Mother Gothel has been alive since at least the Renaissance. Considering
Tangled is supposed to take place around the late 1700s and the Renaissance
started in the 1300s, this lady has been around for over 400 years.
● Pascal originally wasn’t going to be a chameleon. In fact, he was supposed
to be a squirrel in the early plans of the movie.
● Apparently, Eugene is 26, while Rapunzel just turned 18. That’s an eightyear gap, making it the biggest age gap of all the Disney couples.
● The fact is Rapuznel is the first Disney Princess to have supernatural
powers.
● According to Disney, Rapunzel’s hair weighs 10.4 pounds.
*There are a lot of Pixar easter eggs, which include: The mobile where there
was a green chameleon white horse and yellow duck. It symbolized Pascal,
Maximus, Duckling logo. The backdrop behind the piano was influenced by the
“Hunchback of Notre dame,” Pinocchio doll hidden in the pub reference to
“Pinocchio,” Mother Gothel wearing a hooded black cloak and carrying a
basket of red apples reference to “Snow White & the Seven Dwarfs,” the large
wardrobe next to Rapunzel's bed reference to “Beauty and the Beast,” the
spinning wheel and Aurora book reference to “Sleeping Beauty,” the slipper
and Pascal in a dress reference to “Cinderella,” the seashell reference to “The
Little Mermaid,” the three New York pigeons from “Bolt,” and The setting for
the town surrounding Rapunzel's castle was inspired by Disneyland's
Fantasyland.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. What do the King and Queen do to celebrate Rapunzel's birth?
2. Why does Mother Gothel steal baby Rapunzel?
3. What facial feature is always wrong on Eugene’s “wanted” flyer?
4. What reason does Mother Gothel give Rapunzel in explanation of why she can't leave
the tower?
5. How does Rapunzel drag Flynn to the wardrobe after she knocks him out?
6. What is rapunzel's weapon of choice?
7. What does Flynn say in response when Rapunzel tells him her name?
8. What is the one thing Rapunzel wants for her birthday?
9. Where did Rapunzel hide Eugene’s satchel?
10. What is the name of the horse that tags along with Eugene and Rapunzel?
11. Where does Flynn take Rapunzel to get food?
12. How did Mother Gothel say she was able to find Rapunzel?
13. What symbol is all around the kingdom that causes Rapunzel to remember who she is?
14. What does Flynn do to save Rapunzel from having to go with Mother Gothel?
15. What happens to Rapunzel’s hair once it is cut?
16. How does Rapunzel save Flynn?
17. What is Flynn Rider's real name?
18. How long was the party that followed Rapunzel’s return home to the castle?
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CRITICAL ACCLAIM
Chicago Reader- “The tale of Rapunzel gets a cheeky make-over in this
gorgeous Disney animation, which combines the studio's traditional handdrawn look with the sculptural qualities of digital 3D.”
Rolling Stone- “Disney's spirited retelling of Rapunzel in 3D animation
turns out to be a dazzler.”
Globe and Mail- “Tangled, Disney's 50th animated feature, is a splendid
tribute to the best moments from decades past but also a thrilling example
of what could be the future of animated family entertainment from the
studio.”
TIME Magazine- “This is your basic, and very enjoyable, Disney princess
musical, an empowerment tale to teach bright, dreamy girls how to grow to
maturity -- and outgrow the adults in charge.”
New Yorker- “There are no unnecessary pop references here, just fluid,
graceful storytelling.”
*The film was nominated for a number of awards, including Best Original
Song at the 83rd Academy Awards and nominated for a golden globe for
Best Animated Film.
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ACTIVITIES
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Rapunzel's Chocolate Chip Cookies

PREP: 15 Min
COOK: 8 Min
Ingredients:
• 3/4 cup brown sugar
• 3/4 cup sugar
• 1 cup softened butter
• 1 egg
• 1 1/2 tsp vanilla
• 1 tsp baking soda
• 1 tsp baking powder
• 1/2 tsp salt
• 2 1/4 cups flour
• 12 oz chocolate chips
• Vanilla frosting
• Food dye in various colors
• Sprinkles
Helpful Tip: For a fun color activity for the kids, set up bowls of frosting in
various colors and let them see what happens when they combine two
colors. For example, show them how red and blue makes purple!
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Directions:
1. Mix sugar, butter, egg, and vanilla in a bowl.
2. Add baking soda, baking powder, salt, and flour. Mix completely.
3. Roll dough into balls and place on a baking sheet about 2 inches apart.
4. Bake at 375 degrees for 8 minutes.
5. Once the cookies cool, add frosting to the bottom of one cookie and
place another on top, creating a sandwich.
6. Press the cookies together slightly so the frosting peeks out the edges
of the cookie sandwich. To finish, roll the sandwich into a plate full of
sprinkles until completely covered.
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GOLDEN SUN MEDALLION
Time: 30 Minutes
What You’ll Need:
• Scissors
• Ruler
• Scrapbook paper (2 or more shades or prints of gold)
• Yellow or gold faux gems and/or glitter glue
• Glue sealer
• Small paintbrush or foam brush
• Beading monofilament
• Sewing needle (to poke holes in the medallion for the beading monofilament)
• Gold seed beads
• Necklace barrel clasp or magnetic clasp
|
How To Make It:
1. Print the template.
2. Cut two 5-inch squares from one shade of gold paper and glue them back-to-back. Then
use the template piece to cut out a circle of outer rays from the two-ply square. (Note: Using
double-thick paper makes the medallion extra sturdy.)
3. Next, glue together two 4-inch squares from another shade of gold paper. Cut out a circle of
inner rays from this two-ply square.
4. Glue the circle of inner rays atop the circle of outer rays. The inner rays should slightly
overlap the left edges of the outer rays, as shown.
5. Cut a sun center out of gold paper and glue it atop the assembled rays.
6. Brush a coat of glue sealer on the front and back of the medallion, and let it dry.
7. Now your child can embellish the medallion with faux gems and/or glitter glue.
8. When the glitter glue is dry, use a needle to poke a pair of holes in the tip of the top ray.
Next, slide a single seed bead onto the center of a 22-inch length of beading monofilament,
and then insert the ends through the holes in the ray (from front to back), as shown. Pull the
ends so that the bead comes to rest against the front of the medallion.
9. Gather the monofilament ends behind the medallion and insert both ends through another
single seed bead. Then separate the ends and string beads on each strand until you have a
necklace the length you like. Tie each end to one half of a necklace clasp, and the
medallion is ready to wear.
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Golden Sun Medallion

inner rays

center

© Disney

outer rays
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RAPUNZEL'S CROWN

Time: 30 Minutes
What You’ll Need:
Regular paper or cardstock (white, silver, or gray )
Tacky glue
Plastic gems
Glue dots
How To Make It:
1. To make a crown, first download the free template. Using the template, cut the shapes
from white and silver or gray paper.
2. Use tacky glue to adhere the crown and ornament pieces to their bases, then glue the
ornament shapes to the crown.
3. To embellish the tiara, attach plastic gems with glue dots. Add a band to the crown by
gluing a 1 1/4-inch-wide strip of white paper atop a 1 1/2-inch-wide strip of silver or gray
paper.
4. Use glue dots to attach the ends of the headband to the sides of the decorated crown,
adjusting the length to fit the wearer’s head.
Notes: Cutting should be done by an adult.
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Rapunzel’s Crown Template
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Pascal Party Blower

Time: 20 Minutes
What You’ll Need:
• Adhesive-backed craft foam (green, blue, red, white, and yellow)
• 6 party blowers with pink ends (party blowers should be at least 4 inches long)
• Scissors
• Black marker (a permanent marker works best)
How To Make It:
1. Print the template and cut out the pieces.
2. Trace the templates onto the paper side of the colored adhesive-backed foam.
3. When cutting out Pascal’s head, trace the template onto the craft foam and cut it out. For the
second side of Pascal’s head, use the cut foam head as the template instead of the paper.
Place the paper-backed side of the head against the paper-backed side of the foam and trace
around it. This will ensure that the adhesive sides of the head will match.
4. Each Pascal party blower will require two heads (cut from the green, blue, or red foam), two
eyes (cut from the white foam), and two inner-eyes (cut from the yellow foam).
5. The red and the blue Pascal party blowers require eyelids. Simply use the eye template to cut
circles from the red and blue craft foam and then cut them in half, creating two half-circle
eyelids.
6. Once you have all of your pieces cut, remove the adhesive backing from the yellow circles
and place them onto the white circles. Remove the backing from the white circles and place
these on Pascal’s head. Tilt the eyelids down for angry, red Pascal. Lay the eyelids straight
for sad, blue Pascal.
7. Now draw the details using the black marker. Add a mouth, pupils, and eyebrows.
8. Remove the adhesive backing from one side of Pascal’s head. Lay the party blower on the
adhesive with the pink end hanging off the foam.
9. Remove the adhesive backing from the second half of Pascal’s head and carefully lay that on
top of the blower. Press to seal the adhesive around the blower. Trim to even any unmatched foam around Pascal’s head.
10. Make Pascal in many colors to achieve his chameleon effect!
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Pascal’s head
x2 for each blower

Pascal Party Blower - Template
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Inner eye - yellow
x2 for each blower

White of the eye
x2 for each blower

Amazing Maximus Paper Horse Template

What You’ll Need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scissors
Pencil
2 sheets white or off-white heavy cardstock *
Gray colored pencil
Craft paint (brown, pink, dark gray, and light gray)
Small paintbrush
Small piece of a soft sponge (a synthetic craft sponge works especially well)
Fine-tipped black permanent marker
Glue sealer (such as Mod Podge) and medium-size paintbrush or foam brush
Off-white cotton yarn (medium-weight multi-ply yarn works especially well)
Glue dots
Pinch-style clothespins (for holding the glued pieces together)
2 paper clips
Pliers
Tacky glue
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DIRECTIONS
1. Print and cut out the template, and then trace it onto a sheet of cardstock. Flip the template over and

trace it onto a second sheet of cardstock. Cut out the tracings and use one for the front of the horse and
the other for the back.

2. Using the template as a guide, draw the detail lines and facial features on both the front and back horse
pieces with a gray colored pencil. (*Tip: To make it easier, you can place the template on top and use a
regular pencil to draw over the lines using enough pressure to leave a light imprint on the horse pieces.
Then you can go over the imprints with the gray colored pencil.)

3. Swirl a little bit of brown paint into some pink paint. Use a small piece of sponge to blot the paint onto the
muzzle as shown (don’t forget to paint both the front and back horse pieces). When the paint is dry,
retrace the nostril and mouth lines with the colored pencil or dark gray paint. For the eyes, paint each iris
brown and then use the black marker to draw on small round pupils.

4. Paint the hooves dark gray. Then use light gray paint to shade the upper portions of the far legs, as
shown. (Again, don’t forget to paint both the front and back horse pieces).

5. Coat both of the painted horse pieces with glue sealer and allow them to dry thoroughly. This will protect
the paint and keep the pencil lines from smudging.

6. For the tail, gather ten 12-inch pieces of cotton yarn in a bunch and tie another piece tightly around the
middle. Then unravel the individual strands to make the tail fuller. For the mane, cut a bunch of 6-inch
lengths of cotton yarn and divide them into groups of 3 or 4 strands. Tie each group and unravel the
strands, as you did the tail. You’ll need six or so groups to complete the mane and forelock.

7. Now it’s time to create a pair of stands so you’ll be able to set the finished horse upright. For each stand,
use pliers to bend the curved portion in the center of a paper clip so that it sticks straight up, as shown.
The short end of the clip will be the front of the stand and the long end will be the back.

8. To attach the stands to the horse, first place the back horse piece (the one with the mane and tail

attached) painted side down on a tabletop or cutting board so that the hooves are at the edge. Wrap a
glue dot around the upright portion of each paperclip stand. Attach one stand to the right hind hoof and
the other to the right front hoof, as shown.

9. Now you’re ready to join the two horse halves. Brush an even coat of tacky glue on the inner back piece,
going right over the knotted portions of the tail and mane sections as well as around the attached
portions of the paperclip stands. Don’t forget the tips of the ears.

10.

Set the front horse piece in place on top of the glued back piece, carefully matching up all of the
edges. Press the two halves together firmly, using pinch-style clothespins to hold the layers together
wherever needed until the glue dries.

11.

Remove the clothespins and trim the mane to about 2 inches long, the forelock to about 1 inch long,
and the tail to about 4 inches long.

12.

Stand the horse up. Ideally, the front and back of each paper clip should rest on the tabletop. If not,
you may need to adjust one or both of the stands. To do so, firmly pinch the lower leg and hoof between
your fingertips to stabilize the leg while gently leveling the bottom of the stand. It might take a couple of
tries to get it right, but you shouldn’t have to move the clip too much. If all else fails, you can simply use a
rolled piece of masking tape to stick the back of the stand to the tabletop.
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Amazing Maximus Paper Horse Template
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TANGLED TOWER ACTIVITY
Time: 1 Hour
What You’ll Need:
• Green, brown, gray, and purple cardstock
• Empty paper towel roll
• Tempera paints in gray, black, white, green, and purple
• Paintbrushes and cotton swabs
• Patterned scrapbook paper
• 12 pieces of yellow yarn, braided together and fastened with a
ribbon
• Craft foam flower decals
• Hot glue
• Scissors
• Ruler
• Pencil

How To Make It:
1. Draw a line 3.25 inches from the end of the empty paper towel roll. Paint the remaining length of roll below
that line gray and let dry.

2. Once the roll is dry, add painted accents like dark gray and white bricks and creeping green vines. The end
of a cotton swab is perfect for making the square bricks a uniform size.

3. Cut a 3.25-inch wide strip of patterned scrapbook paper and glue it around the top half of the tower tube.

Since the tower house has windows, you will be able to see inside. The scrapbook paper looks like the
painted walls inside Rapunzel’s tower.
4. Print the tower wall template on gray cardstock and cut out the tower house pieces. Paint the wall and turret
pieces with stones and vines. Let dry.
5. Print the tower roof template on purple cardstock and cut out the roof pieces. Use your thumb to stamp light
purple shingles onto the two half circles. Let dry.
6. Use hot glue to glue the two wall pieces of the tower together as shown.
7. Fold up the tabs on the tower floor and, one-by-one, glue each tab to the bottom edge of the tower wall.
Make sure that the painted side of the wall faces out and the tab is hidden inside.
8. When you reach the last tab you will still have some overhang. Overlap the ends and then trim the excess.
Glue to secure.
9. Roll the gray turret wall into a tube-shape and glue. Fold the purple turret roof and bottom into cones and
glue to secure.
10. Spread a thin line of glue around the top and bottom edge of the turret and glue the shallow circle to the
bottom and the roof to the top. In order to attach the turret to the side of the tower house you will need to trim
purple edges at the back of the turret so that they are flush, as shown. Now glue the turret to the side of the
tower house.
11. To create the wood frame appearance of the tower house, cut quarter-inch strips of brown cardstock.
Glue the strips around the bottom edge of the tower and over the seams in the wall.
12. Push the tower through the slits cut in the floor of the tower house. Depending on the width of your tower,
the slits may need to be extended slightly. Slide the house to the top of the painted end of the tube and
secure with glue.
13. Now it’s time to add the roof. Push the window’s shutters inside the house so that they don’t interfere with
the roof. Fold the large half circle into a cone shape and glue to secure. Cut a triangle approximately 2
inches tall in the side of the cone; this triangle is for the roof of the turret. Spread glue along the top edge of
the tower and place the roof on top.
14. Glue the bottom of the tower to green cardstock base.
15. Finish the tower by placing the yarn braid in the window and the foam flower stickers on the tower, tower
house, and base.
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Pennant Flag Banner

Time: 1 Hour
What You’ll Need:
• Corona Sun Crest Pennant Flag Template
• Felt (purple, light purple, golden-yellow)
• Scissors
• Hot glue
• String of lights, ribbon, or cording
How To Make It:
1. Download and print the pennant flag templates by clicking “Download PDF” on this page.
2. Carefully cut out the pieces of the templates.
3. Cut out a few pennant flag triangles from purple and golden-yellow felt.
4. Cut out the sun design from golden-yellow felt. Hot glue onto the purple pennant flags.
5. Cut out 1-inch wide pieces of felt to fit the top edge of the pennant flags.
6. Finally, attach the pennant flags to your string of lights, ribbon, or cording. Hot glue one
side of the 1-inch wide piece of felt along the top of the pennant, fold it over the cording
(in-between lights if using a string of lights), and hot glue the other side down to the
backside of the pennant flag.
7. Repeat with the rest of your purple and golden-yellow pennants.
Note: All cutting and hot gluing should be done by an adult.
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